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Abstract
We introduce macroanalysis, an approach used to infer
the high-level properties of dynamic, distributed systems,
and an indispensable tool when faced with tasks where local context and individual component details are insufficient. We present a new methodology, runtime path analysis, where paths are traced through software components
and then aggregated to understand global system behavior via statistical inference. Our approach treats components as gray boxes and complements existing microanalysis tools, such as code-level debuggers. We use runtime
paths to deduce application state, detect failures, and diagnose problems, all in an application-generic fashion. We
have explored path-based macroanalysis both in a research
setting and as part of a commercial infrastructure at Tellme
Networks.

1. Introduction
Divide and conquer, layering, and replication are fundamental design principles useful for building large, complex systems, such as Internet services, sensor networks,
and peer-to-peer (P2P) systems. Such techniques make
building large systems tractable, as they improve availability, increase code reuse, and simplify high-level application
structure. Unfortunately, debugging ease and fault monitoring do not scale as well, since global context tends to be
dispersed across many small components. Building large,
complex systems that are reliable, yet maintainable and extensible, remains a challenge.
Existing debugging techniques make use of various microanalysis tools, such as code-level debuggers and application logs. Such tools tend to provide knowledge limited to component internals, or furnish a thread-level perspective, so that the execution context is lost at the thread
boundaries. While they provide valuable, localized knowledge, many of these tools fail to capture aggregate component behavior and macro system properties. By way of
analogy, microanalysis allows you to see the details of each
honeybee, but macroanalysis is needed to understand how
the bees interact to keep a beehive functioning.
Various systems have exposed and exploited non-local
system context to address performance and resource allocation problems [1, 15, 17]. Macroanalysis makes use of
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non-local context to improve system management and reliability. This is especially important for large, dynamic systems, where execution context may be distributed across
many components.
One key observation we make about dynamic, distributed systems is that most of them have a single systemwide execution path associated with each request that they
service. Examples include Internet services that have request/response paths, and P2P systems and sensor networks that have one-way message paths. By tracing these
runtime paths, we expose and connect various local contexts dispersed throughout the system. We then use statistics to analyze many of these paths and thereby better understand the system’s behavior.
There are several open, challenging problems that can
beneﬁt from the high-level system perspective that macroanalysis provides:
Deducing system structure: Systems evolve through
both changes to their components and changes in
how these components interact. Understanding such
inter-component relationships enables developers
and operators to anticipate potential conﬂicts and
debug problems. Unfortunately, current techniques
for tracking changes in these relationships rely on
error-prone, manual documentation, which is infeasible for rapidly changing systems. As systems grow
and increase in complexity, we desire automated
mechanisms for deducing system structure and
tracking its evolution.
Detecting application-level failures: Despite our best efforts at unit testing and quality assurance, services
still fail. Worse still, many application-level faults
are only seen by end users after deployment, even
though systems are constantly monitored for signs of
failure. One large commercial service has found that
such errors take considerably longer to detect than
lower-level failures. The difﬁculty is that broken or
misconﬁgured components or bad component interactions may only exhibit symptoms at the application
level, and the global context required to programmatically diagnose such application-level failures is usually not available.
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Diagnosing failures: Failures often manifest themselves
far from their root cause. In the extreme case, faults
are not detected within the system’s boundaries at all
and are only visible to external observers. Unfortunately, existing debugging and diagnosis tools have a
limited, local view of the system, and thus work best
when failures manifest themselves close to the cause.
We desire tools that use global failure information to
help operators and developers identify the root cause.
The contributions of this paper are:
1. Recognizing that macroanalysis is critical when developing, evolving, and maintaining reliable systems
as they grow in size and complexity.
2. A path-based macroanalysis framework, where we
ﬁrst record the components and resources used to
service each request, and then use statistical analysis techniques to deduce system structure, detect
application-level failures, and diagnose problems.
We stress that macroanalysis complements, and does
not replace, traditional component-oriented systems approaches. We often use such tools to ﬂesh out issues identiﬁed via macroanalysis. For example, our failure diagnosis
can determine the speciﬁc requests and component(s) involved in a failure, but identifying the actual cause may
require looking at source code or component logs.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 develops
the runtime path model. Section 3 describes our analysis
framework and current status. Section 4 discusses our results addressing the challenging problems above, both in a
research setting and as part of a commercial infrastructure
at Tellme Networks. We outline future research directions
in Section 5 and discuss related work in Section 6.

2. Runtime Paths
We extend the dataﬂow paths in Scout [15] and Ninja
[18] 1 to incorporate runtime properties. A runtime path is
the control ﬂow, resources, and performance characteristics
associated with servicing a request. Paths can be recorded
during runtime by tracing each request through a live system, spanning the system’s layers to access direct component and resource dependencies. Each path then provides a
vertical slice of the system from a request’s perspective.
We use the term “request” in a broad sense to mean a
unit of work. This includes both requests that require responses (e.g., HTTP) and those that don’t (e.g., one-way
messages).
There are two main requirements for a system to support runtime paths. First, it must be possible to associate a
unique path with each distinct request. For example, if the
same request is handled by different components in different, possibly distributed processes, we must be able to
1 Scout: “a logical channel through a multi-layered system over which
I/O data ﬂows within a single host”. Ninja: “a ﬂow of typed data through
multiple services across the wide area”.
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Figure 1. Analysis Framework.
make this connection, perhaps by using a unique ID that
travels with the request. Second, it must be possible to report observations and associate them with the components
that made them. For a pipelined system, a logging mechanism together with knowledge of component request entry
and exit would be sufﬁcient.
The components make local observations, from which
global context is obtained by stringing them together along
a runtime path. Each observation contains information
about some active component, such as its name, location,
timestamp, latency, and arguments. The tracing should
be extensible to allow for integration with microanalysis
techniques. For example, identiﬁers could be included in
each observation to provide a link with standard application logs.

3. Analysis Framework
The analysis framework consists of ﬁve major modules, as illustrated in Figure 1. The Tracer tracks requests through the target system, reporting any observations made. Although Tracer is platform-speciﬁc, it can
be application-generic for platforms that host application
components by monitoring requests that enter and exit the
components.
The Aggregator receives these observations and reconstructs the runtime paths, which the Path Repository stores.
The Statistical Declarative Query Engine handles the data
management complexity. It enables us to transparently optimize data storage, and evaluate and update different analysis algorithms. Monitoring and debugging tools should
be built on top of this engine. The Visualization module
helps users understand system behavior. Paths have a natural graph representation: nodes are observations and edges
indicate request propagation.
We implemented an extensible Aggregator, a Path
Repository, and a Query Engine, with plugins for data clustering and structural anomaly detection. We are currently
experimenting with different analysis algorithms.
We built a Tracer for a web server, Jetty, and a clustered J2EE application server, JBoss [10]. The web server
inserts a unique request ID into the HTTP request header.
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This ID is placed in thread local storage for intra-thread
component calls, and passed via a modiﬁed RMI library
for inter-thread calls. The total code impact was 428 lines
in 10 ﬁles.
We have been running PetStore, an e-commerce application, and ECperf [20], an industry-standard benchmark
for J2EE application servers. Both have a 3-tier architecture consisting of a web server, application components,
and a database. The tracing instrumentation is applicationgeneric, so no application changes were necessary.
To measure worst-case performance overhead, we
recorded the observations synchronously, using the Java
Messaging Service and Java’s default serialization methods. We computed a throughput overhead of 16% and an
average observation size of 200 bytes – 16 bytes after gzip
compression. The compression ratio is high because of redundant text strings, including JVM version identiﬁers and
host names. Using better Java object transport and serialization routines [23] should improve performance.

4. Applying Macroanalysis
4.1. Deducing System Structure
Understanding a service’s structure, including the relationship between external requests and the service’s internal components and state, enables developers and operators to anticipate potential problems before they upgrade
the system. Knowing how components and shared state
are used is critical when debugging failed requests. Dependency models have been proposed to improve system
reliability and availability [8], but there are few techniques
that generate such models automatically.
Key idea: Paths directly capture application structure.
Runtime paths record how a system services real
requests, which compares favorably with error-prone,
human-generated models and static analysis that predict
how the system might service such requests. Automatically generated models help developers and operators understand the actual behavior of systems under investigation, and can be used as input to recovery mechanisms,
such as recursive restarts [4], to reduce mean time to repair.
The Magpie project is using macroanalysis techniques
to generate detailed and accurate models of distributed system workloads [14]. While currently used for capacity
planning, these models may also be applied to performance
debugging, system tuning, and fault diagnosis.
Key idea: Paths associate requests with internal
state.
Internet services typically store persistent state in a
database to allow for easier front-end scaling. Different
requests often share persistent state, but the components
handling each request may be unaware of any such sharing. For example, although checkout and login requests
may seem like independent HTTP requests, they may share
a user proﬁle. A bug during checkout could corrupt this
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Database Tables
Request Type

Product

Signon

Account

verifysignin

R

R

R

cart

R

commitorder

R

category

R

search

R

productdetails

R

newaccount

Banner

Inventory

R

R/W
W

R
R/W
R

R

checkout

W

Table 1. An automatically generated partial state dependency table for PetStore. To determine which request
types share state, group the rows by common entry under
the desired column. For example, the checkout request
only writes to the Inventory table, and shares state with
three other requests: cart, commitorder, and productdetails.

shared state and cause subsequent login failures. Such bugs
are difﬁcult to diagnose without an understanding of how
various dispersed local contexts depend on each other.
By tracing runtime paths from the web servers, through
the application components, and to the databases, we can
easily determine how state is shared across requests.
Table 1 shows the mapping between request types and
their reads and writes to database tables in PetStore, our
desired level of state granularity.

4.2. Detecting Failures using Anomalies
Key idea: Paths often behave differently in failure
modes. Hence we can detect failures via changes in path
behavior.
Application-level failure detection remains a major
challenge today. In practice, quality assurance testing
mainly catches simple bugs. Many complex bugs exist in
deployed software because of difﬁculties accurately simulating the workload of a production environment, difﬁculties modeling the production environment itself, incomplete test coverage, and economic factors. Detecting these
bugs in a live system can be difﬁcult, since many bug symptoms are only evident to an end-user, such as incorrect text
on a web page.
If we analyze a live system using macroanalysis techniques, however, we can often see secondary effects of failures. Many errors cause runtime paths to end prematurely,
while others send paths to less-often used error handlers.
Still others, such as fail-stutter faults, simply cause deviations in the latencies of particular path components.
One macroanalysis technique for detecting these
changes in path behavior is to search for asymmetries in the
interactions among replicated, load-balanced components.
Consider an Internet service where all but one of the middle
tier nodes are sending queries to a database. Since the middle tier nodes are replicas of one another, it is likely that the
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one node’s database inactivity is a symptom of some problem. We can extend this idea to treat excessively heavy or
light component interaction volume as a sign of failure.
Another technique is to group paths by request type and
search for signiﬁcant deviations in latency or structure.
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4.3. Diagnosing Failures through Correlations
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Key idea: Runtime paths make the root cause’s interaction with a failed request apparent, so that we can
quickly explain a failure by a bad component-level or
systemic behavior, and can also quickly assess the user
visible impact (and hence the priority) of the problem.
When something fails, we want to know why. The challenge here is in tracing externally observed (applicationlevel) failures back to a system fault or root cause.
In practice, we start with sets of suspected failed requests (e.g., reported by users or discovered via anomaly
detection) and successful requests, and face the task of
identifying the runtime path features underlying any real
failures.
The diagnosis task can be cast as a data mining problem, by using data clustering to group the components associated with each failed request’s path. Using a previous
prototype, Pinpoint [5], we showed that for single component failures the data clustering approach provides a tradeoff between accuracy, at 70-90%, and false positives, at 2040%. This compares favorably with direct fault detection
and other automatic analysis methods, which either offer
40% accuracy or many (almost 90%) false positives. Also,
we found that paths are vital when dealing with multicomponent faults.
Alternatively, the task can be cast as a classiﬁcation
problem in the machine learning domain. Here, the root
causes would be the strongest classiﬁcation rules.
An important beneﬁt of our failure diagnosis approach is
that the runtime path data links the logically separate tasks
of failure detection and diagnosis, which enables an understanding of mechanisms where the connection between
problem causes and symptoms is not otherwise apparent.

4.4. A Commercial Example
Tellme Networks has developed a path-based macroanalysis infrastructure, its Observation Logs, to help ensure
the high reliability of Tellme’s network. Tellme runs voice
applications; for the purpose of our current discussion, the
system is a telephony network with an Internet back-end,
and serviced requests include an audio response to a telephone caller’s voice query.
After explaining how runtime paths behave in this example, we will discuss a failure and describe how we used
paths to ﬁrst diagnose the problem, then deduce runtime
system structure, and ultimately craft a detection algorithm.
An actual, though simpliﬁed, voice response path is illustrated in Figure 2. There are 31 observations in this runtime path, plotted by the relative time at which each observation was made. We call attention to 4 of these, indicating
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Figure 2. A typical runtime path in Tellme’s network.

when the user begins and ﬁnishes speaking an utterance
and when we start and stop sending audio in response.
The latency proﬁle of the runtime path shown in Figure 2 is close to ideal for this system; most of the time is
spent listening to or talking to the user, and the logic connecting the request with the response is rapidly executed.
An important metric is the latency between end of speech
and start of playback. This 1760 ms delay is perceived by
the user, and indicates how quickly the system appears to
respond.
Now consider a real network failure. In this case, an
isolated process supplying the audio to the machine on the
telephony network experienced an internal fault, so that it
produced shorter waveforms than the desired ones. This
failure is not catastrophic at the system level; a rare, short
waveform typically goes unnoticed by the user. The problem is therefore difﬁcult to detect via low-level system
monitoring and requires signiﬁcant application knowledge
to handle effectively.
Despite this challenge, we quickly diagnosed this problem using global context in the Observation Logs. An engineer familiar with a particular application noticed a short
audio playback and provided details of a phone call that enabled us to quickly locate the relevant runtime path. Once
visualized as in Figure 2, a short playback time suggested
a truncated waveform. The preceding observations conﬁrmed that a remote process thought it had successfully
serviced the audio request, when in fact a rare error had
occurred. We identiﬁed the particular remote process from
the path information, and text logs on that machine subsequently revealed the root cause.
Once we understood the runtime path characteristics for
this failure, we were able to query the Observation Logs
to detect any similar occurrences throughout Tellme’s network. We deduced enough system state to know which
components affected which applications, so we could isolate the failing component and assess application impact.
With this new knowledge, we crafted a monitor to use
these sub-path latency deviations to detect any future failures in both our production and testing environments.
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5. Future Directions
In addition to reﬁning our framework and exploring different algorithms, we are applying our path-based macroanalysis methodology to sensor networks and P2P systems.
Key idea: Violations of macro invariants are signs
of system intrusion or buggy implementations. Macroanalysis can help discover invariants, detect violations,
and pinpoint the offending components.
Because of the highly distributed and dynamic nature of
these systems, many domain-speciﬁc macro invariants are
difﬁcult to validate using microanalysis or static analysis
[7]. Consider an upper bound on the number of hops made
during message delivery in a P2P system as a macro invariant. By applying root cause analysis, we can identify peers
that incorrectly route messages. In this example, although
each node may detect an invariant violation, a diagnosis is
difﬁcult without the context contained in a runtime path.

insufﬁcient use. To this end, we have presented a runtime
path-based approach along with a family of macroanalysis
tools that are proving effective in addressing several challenging and important problems. Our method involves dynamically tracing runtime paths through live systems, and
recording local observations about performance, interacting components, and resource usage along the way. We
subsequently apply data mining techniques to statistically
infer aggregate system behavior. This approach is applicable to a large variety of systems, and complements existing
microanalysis tools that provide additional insight into individual components.
Our results with distributed Internet systems demonstrate promising progress in 1) deducing system structure
and dependencies, 2) detecting failures via path anomalies, and 3) diagnosing problems. We plan to extend our
methodology to peer-to-peer systems and sensor networks
by validating macro invariants.
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